Suicide horror haunts coaching hub Kota

Three kids tell themselves

Bhupendra sworn in as Guj CM for 2nd term, 11 ex-mins in new Govt

Developed nations must walk the talk on climate pledge, urges Jashanmal

Tawang trespases sparks Indian-PLA plash

Students, including three from Manipur, arrested in Manipur

Tawang trespases sparks Indian-PLA plash

Three Chinese soldiers, including one with severe head injuries, reportedly killed in clash with Indian forces in eastern Arunachal Pradesh. The Indian army claimed this was a "premeditated attempt to violate" its territory.

The clash was sparked by a Chinese military vehicle that reportedly intruded into an area claimed by India as its own in Arunachal Pradesh, a region along the disputed border with China. According to the Indian army, it was leading to a "serious situation" and "a number of Chinese soldiers" were killed. The incident occurred near the frontier town of Tawang, known for its strategic importance.

"The Indian Army does not tolerate any violation of its territory. The recent incident near Tawang has been a premeditated attempt to violate the Line of Actual Control (LAC)," said the army statement. "India will take all necessary measures to ensure the security of its troops and will protect its territory and national interests."
IMD & USDMA extend MoU for five more years

Location specific information will help better disaster management efforts: Sinha

PNR DHARWIN

One child was brought to the police station, who claimed he was kidnapped by another child. The police then came to know about the whole story.

One of the persons reported a petrol pump where the child was present. The police immediately reached the spot and held the child on the police station. The police then asked the child to identify the kidnappers, but he refused.

He also said that both were having a dispute. The police then asked him to identify the child, but he refused.

The police then asked him to identify the child, but he refused. He then said that he was kidnapped by another child.

Another child kidnapping reported from Hardwar

Cold wave conditions likely in Udham Singh Nagar today

The State meteorological centre has issued a warning regarding the cold wave conditions likely present in Udham Singh Nagar district on Thursday, December 15. According to the previous information, the cold wave conditions are likely to prevail in the district, and the meteorological centre issued a warning (wary) regarding cold wave conditions likely to prevail in some parts of Udham Singh Nagar district.

The provisional capital Dehradun is forecast to experience mainly clear air with mostly likely to occur during the morning hours. The maximum and minimum temperatures are likely to range around -7°C and 5°C, respectively.

For details on extreme weather conditions, please refer to the Cold Wave Conditions section on the IMD website.
Demand bills, participate in progress of State: Agarwal

DEHRADUN | TUESDAY | DECEMBER 13, 2022

Chief minister Pushkar Rawat presided over the 114th Foundation Day meeting at the annual general council of the State BJP held in Dehradun on Monday. It was attended by all the newly appointed ministers of the state government along with the chief minister and other BJP leaders.

Rawat said that the BJP has started gearing itself better for the general elections of 2024 and the recent electoral reversals in the state have been caused due to the misleading information about recruitment exams. He added that the party has a scope to win the upcoming elections.

He also said that there is a chance to win all 37 seats of the state. He said that if the party is disciplined and if the Congress and the AAP is taking more corruption cases, the BJP will win the upcoming elections.

Rawat said that the BJP will conduct an unbiased investigation regarding any recruitment exam.

The vice president of TSI, Shalini Rajaram, dean of Urology, was present in the meeting.
BJP, Opp lock horns over probe agencies' misuse

Kheri killings: SC tells court to finish trial of min's son

Post Bharat Jodo success Cong to hold ‘Bihar Yatra’

OM of the lens of Bharat Jodo Cong to hold a 1,000 km ‘Bihar Yatra’ from September 26 to 30. The event will be led by the party’s president Rahul Gandhi. Amarnath and Oudhia Singh said they will lead the Yatra while a逄 endorsed committee will be formed to start preparations.

India and CanadaMin Review bilateral ties

India and Canada on Monday everted the entire spec of their bilateral relationship. In the cooperation between the two countries, India took the initiative. External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar on Monday lauded the cooperation between the two nations.
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UAE’s 3rd largest trade partner

UAE’s Indian trade deficit climbs to $15.2 billion

India’s 3rd largest trade partner

UAE India’s Indian trade deficit rises to $15.2 billion

The growing ties between India and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) have been further strengthened by a trade deal worth $1 billion, the Indian embassy in the UAE said on Monday.

Minister of State for External Affairs V Muraleedharan told the Indian parliament that the UAE is India’s 3rd largest trade partner. It is India’s 2nd largest trading partner with China and 9th largest with the US. The UAE is also the 3rd largest investor in India after Singapore and Saudi Arabia.

According to the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, India’s bilateral trade with the UAE amounted to $15.2 billion in 2020-21, a 14% decline from the previous year due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. India’s exports to the UAE were valued at $7.8 billion, while imports from the UAE were valued at $7.4 billion.

While India’s exports to the UAE, including oil, electrical machinery, and chemicals, were valued at $7 billion, the UAE’s exports to India, mainly gold and electronics, were valued at $4.6 billion.

The UAE is a major investor in India, with total investments in the country amounting to $14 billion as of 2020. The UAE’s investments in India are primarily in the sectors of real estate, healthcare, and infrastructure.

India and the UAE have also signed several bilateral agreements, including a memorandum of understanding (MoU) on cooperation in the field of renewable energy, a joint statement on the enhancement of bilateral trade and investment, and a joint declaration on their commitment to strengthen cooperation in the fields of defense, energy, agriculture, and culture.
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Withdrawn vehicles bought using Nirbhaya Fund from Shinde MLAs' security: NCP

The National Congress Party (NCP) on Monday demanded immediate steps to recover the vehicles under the Nirbhaya Fund and ordered for security seizures from the five cities in Maharashtra and the Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Shinde. The NCP said that all these vehicles should be given to the police in the name of women in the state and only after their use police would hand over the vehicles to government. A police officer had submitted on the behalf of the Opposition Leader Suvendu Adhikari to the state police that they were using the Nirbhaya Fund for purchasing the vehicles which are not being used in the police. The NCP chief spokesperson pointed out to theilege that the vehicles should be handed over to the police so that the police could hand them over to the local authorities who would be using the vehicles for the state police. 'The Chief Minister is also likely to visit Tripura soon. Both the North-east states are coming to power next year. 'The Chakma and a large number of these two groups had been admitted to the party. The NCP leader said that it was an attempt to show that the government for the betterment of the two top leaders' state and there was no room for any other group. The NCP leader said that they were in touch with the Chakma community. It was the second step in the process of the government to make them to come to the negotia-
tion table.'

SC to resume hearing of Delhi Genscos vs. discoms' case today

The Supreme Court of India on Tuesday would resume hearing of a case between state power distribution companies and the power generation companies after a gap of almost two months. The court had earlier adjourned the matter on October 12, 2022, and has asked the parties to file their written submissions on the matter by December 8, 2022.

The case, Earls Electricity v. Delhi Electricity Control Board, is between the power distribution companies and the power generation companies. The matter pertains to the issue of cross-subsidisation, wherein the power distribution companies have been charging consumers based on the assumption that the power generation companies will be subsidised by the government.

The Delhi High Court had earlier ruled that the power distribution companies cannot charge consumers based on the assumption that the power generation companies will be subsidised by the government.

The matter is now pending before the Supreme Court, which had reserved its order on the last hearing.

Adhikari tones down his ‘December Dharmakhan’ threat

The Opposition Leader Suvendu Adhikari on Monday said that he would not resign from the Trinamool Congress to start a new party in support of Rahul Gandhi's defections in the Trinamool Congress. The TMC is likely to face a major setback in the upcoming assembly elections, with former TMC president Akhilesh Yadav likely to form a new party to challenge the ruling party.

Adhikari had earlier said that he would resign from the TMC and start a new party to challenge the ruling party in the upcoming assembly elections. However, he later softened his stance and said that he would not resign.

He had earlier said that he would resign if the TMC did not address the issues of the party in a timely manner.

Jannmhu hotels operators concerned over loss of business, demand restoration of ‘darbar move’

The hoteliers in the Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir are concerned over the loss of business and demand restoration of the ‘darbar move’ that was stopped by the government.

The government had detained the hoteliers at the behest of the authorities, causing a loss of business. The hoteliers had earlier moved the High Court against the government's action, but the court had refused to grant them relief.

The hoteliers have now approached the government and the authorities have been asked to restore the ‘darbar move’.

HGC grants deferred bail to Deshmukh in graft case

The High Court of Gujarat on Monday granted bail to former Maharashtra Home Minister Anil Deshmukh in a graft case. The court had earlier reserved its order on the matter.

Deshmukh was arrested by the Enforcement Directorate in February this year and is currently in custody. He had earlier denied all charges and said that he was being framed.

The court had earlier reserved its order on the matter and had asked the parties to file their written submissions on the matter.

The matter is now pending before the Supreme Court, which had reserved its order on the last hearing.
A Congress leader in MP wants PM Modi killed, though he added that he meant political defeat

Not a day passes when political debate doesn’t degenerate a bit. The first day of the week was no exception with reports pouring in about a Congress leader and former minister in Madhya Pradesh calling for Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s assassination. Addressing villagers, Raja Patana accused Modi of plotting to abolish elections and dividing the country into three categories of people that could not get along.

There is no evidence to suggest that the ablation of elections is on the anvil. What was more objectionable was his remark that the Constitution can only be sounded by killing Modi. According to a report, Patana “did add that by saying I meant political death of Modi.”

What he actually said and can be debated, but the point to be emphasised is that the situation could become even worse if more people write-off the democratic process. The natural corollary is that their advertisers are not asking for more advertising.

Hindustan Janata Party leaders have no particulars in calling anyone they don’t like as ‘anti-national’. All honours attacks have become routine.

T
de the motto of the G20 summit is “One Family One Future”. It’s rather poetic.

It’s a statement that means that an emerging economy must adapt to cope with the effects of climate change. It’s not in the form of making all governments to adapt to climate change trends.

Towards a global society that aims to be more inclusive and equal opportunities is a step forward. It is an area where we should be able to create an environment of growth.

The G20 summit will be a big success if all nations keep their geo-political differences aside and strive to work for the common good.

The G20 summit will be a big success if all nations keep their geo-political differences aside and strive to work for the common good.
1. **First Column: LIC INCREASED PROFIT BY ACCOUNTING TRICK**

Rise in profit is not because of increased efficiency

---

2. **Indian security agencies must prepare for cross-border provocations in the form of infiltrations, terror strikes and terror squads.**
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Ukraine PM urges more military aid to counter Russian attacks

The Associated Press

Kiev, Ukraine

Ukrainian Prime Minister Volodymyr Shevtchenko on Sunday called for more military aid from the West to help his country counter Russian attacks, as more Russian shelling was directed towards defense systems to counter Russian attacks, as more Russian shelling was directed towards defense systems.

Shevtchenko said that Ukraine needs huge quantities of defense equipment, including tanks, artillery shells and modern battle systems, to counter the Russian attacks on infrastructure across the country.

"If we lose power, we lose our way," Shevtchenko said, adding that the Russian attacks have been so intense that they have put Ukraine on the brink of becoming an "industrial power".

Russian attacks have been particularly intense in the town of Kherson, where the region has been under Russian occupation since annexation in March 2014.

Shevtchenko also called for a United Nations resolution to establish a no-fly zone over Ukraine, a demand that has been rejected by Russia.

"We need to end this war," Shevtchenko said. "We need to protect our people."
INDIA, UAE WANT TO USE THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO SHAPE CHANGING WORLD: JAISHANKAR

India and the UAE have a relationship that has been strengthened in recent years, particularly in the context of the changing global landscape. This relationship is seen as crucial in shaping the future of the region, with both countries seeking to leverage their ties to achieve their strategic objectives.

India and the UAE share a number of common interests, including security, trade, and investment. The two countries have a long history of cooperation, particularly in the security domain, with joint military exercises and counter-terrorism efforts. This has been further strengthened by the establishment of the India-UAE Strategic Partnership, which was signed in 2018.

Trade and investment have also been key drivers of the India-UAE relationship. The UAE has emerged as one of India's most important trade partners in recent years, with bilateral trade exceeding $20 billion in 2022. There is potential for even greater growth, with both countries seeking to expand their economic ties.

In addition to trade and investment, India and the UAE also cooperate on a range of other issues, including climate change, energy security, and regional security. The two countries have also shown a willingness to work together on global issues, such as the UN Security Council, where they have supported each other on a number of occasions.

In conclusion, the India-UAE relationship is seen as a key component of the changing global order. Both countries are looking to leverage their ties to achieve their strategic objectives, and there are a number of areas where they can further deepen their cooperation.

Every year thousands of migrants try to reach Europe, risking their lives in the process. The Mediterranean is one of the most dangerous routes, with hundreds of lives lost each year. The European Union is one of the main destinations for migrants, with many seeking refuge from conflict and persecution.

Migrants often face a range of challenges on their journey, including dangerous conditions at sea, lack of access to medical care, and risking their lives to reach Europe. The UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has highlighted the need for international cooperation to address the global migrant crisis.

In conclusion, the migrant crisis is a complex issue that requires a coordinated response from the international community. The European Union, in particular, needs to do more to address the root causes of migration and provide safe and legal pathways for refugees. It is essential that we work together to ensure that every migrant’s journey is safe and dignified.
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**Argentina revel in ‘home’ support at World Cup**

Lionel Messi and Argentina’s ball for a 2-0 win over Iceland on Thursday night was celebrated as if it was a World Cup final for the South American giants, who have always dreamed of winning the footballing showpiece.

But while Messi and Co. basked in the adoration of their fans in their first match at the World Cup, Croatia were being drummed into a state of alert to face what many see as their biggest test in the tournament against France in the semi-finals.

Argentina’s victory over Iceland was a sign of things to come, with the South American giants making light work of their Group C opener and setting the stage for a potential clash with holders France in the final.

**Argentina vs Iceland**

Argentina took an early lead through a stunning goal from Lionel Messi, whoSkip to 364,000 seconds

The Argentina forward scored from the penalty spot in the first half, before adding a second just before the break to secure his country’s place in the last 16.

The victory was a welcome boost for Argentina, who have struggled to find their rhythm in recent years and have been criticized for their lack of discipline at the World Cup.

But the victory over Iceland was a sign of things to come, with Argentina’s forwards and midfielders more in tune with each other and their roles.

**ECUADOR VS PERU**

Ecuador and Peru played out a goalless draw in their Group C clash, with neither team able to break the deadlock despite both sides’ efforts.

Both teams had chances to win the match, with Peru’s Lucas Barrios coming closest to scoring in the first half.

Ecuador’s best opportunity came in the second half when Christian Noboa’s shot was saved by Peru’s Carlos Caceda.

The result leaves both teams level on four points in Group C, with Peru needing to win their remaining two matches to have a chance of qualifying for the round of 16.
The BCCI is likely to remove off-spinner Ravichandran Ashwin from the Indian Test squad while Shubman Gill and Rohit Sharma may also get a chance in Tests against Pakistan. Rohit, who is currently in New Zealand, has been given a chance in the Test team as a result of Rohit’s absence. Rohit has been out of favour for the last few months, but the team management has given him a chance because of his excellent performance in the Series against Australia. Rohit has been consistently scoring centuries in the ODI series and has been a consistent performer in the IPL. Rohit has been a consistent performer in the IPL and has been a consistent performer in the ODI series. Rohit has been a consistent performer in the IPL and has been a consistent performer in the ODI series. Rohit has been a consistent performer in the IPL and has been a consistent performer in the ODI series. Rohit has been a consistent performer in the IPL and has been a consistent performer in the ODI series.